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IRPF-Livre 2023 released




2023-05-17





Suitable Online Bank(rupt)ing




2023-04-30
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The TRApp Trap: Services and Users TRApped in Telescreen-Running Apps
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The TRApp Trap
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Linux-libre turns 15!




2023-02-25





RMS Tour Brazil & Argentina 2017
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Events that promote free software
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Richard Stallman in Brasil
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Access to the Source Code of Imposed Tax Software
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I guess mining, in this case, means "making sth mine".   "your data?  now it's mine, all mine!" 






















@lxo@gnusocial.net




— 2024-03-20 07:06




 

 



free software is not about licenses; those are means to the goal of freedom.  the free software movement is not a campaign for certain copyright licenses to be used, it's an educational campaign for users to reject software that takes away the control they deserve over their own computing
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citizens too!
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true, 2029 was not when skynet "woke up" in any of the changing timelines (*) in the movie series.  but I was not willing to sacrifice a joke about the botShit era over such details ;-D
 (*) I love the observation that actions we take today may change the future in our own timeline, just like the concerns that actions taken after traveling in time to the past may affect our "present", and it doesn't run into difficulties such as having to travel back in time, and uncertainties such as whether it's even possible to change the past
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e agora que você falou, vai rolar um self-block?  ;-P
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holy gnu!  the first movie in The Terminator series has an opening scene in 2029, but the action is in 1984.  that's 40 years ago!  the title in pt-BR is "the terminator from the future", but in another 5 years, it won't be from the future any more
 we're currently at year 5 b.S.
 that was supposed to mean 5 years before Skynet, but with all the shitterbots in action ATM, it's not at all unreasonable to say that we're living in the b.S. era






















@lxo@gnusocial.net
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holy gnu!  the first movie in The Terminator series has an opening scene in 2029, but the action is in 1984.  that's 40 years ago!  the title in pt-BR is "the terminator from the future", but in another 5 years, it won't be from the future any more

we're currently at year 5 b.S.

that was supposed to mean 5 years before Skynet, but with all the shitterbots in action ATM, it's not at all unreasonable to say that we're living in the b.S. era
























Alexandre Oliva (@lxoliva@diasporabr.com.br)
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monstering cults
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Happy GNU Year
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Happy GNU Year
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Happy GNU Year
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Merry Grav-Mass
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including underrepresented demographics
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The GPLed hardware misconception
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Objections to binutils CoC
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Major Injustices
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Software Libre: Libertad, Autonomía, Soberanía
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stochastic parrots vs intelligence
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